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Technical and functional requirements for the 

smartphone application allowing farmers to provide 

input/feedback

issues

1.No budget for development of app and support 

system

2.No time/priority to implement the app

3.Challenging to make it a user friendly app

4.Difficult to provide support to all the different 

types of smart phone

5.No access to internet in the field
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Technical and functional requirements for the 

smartphone application allowing farmers to provide 

input/feedback

suggestions/proposals

1.Improve accessibility of apps

2.Apps already available – need to adapt to local 

conditions

3.Cooperation on developments
1. JRC will look into possibilities to provide (open sourcing) 

prototype blocks

2. Member states willing to cooperate (in open source)

4.Take photo in field but upload once internet 

connection available (security)
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Accuracy, quality and reliability of the pictures 

delivered by the farmer

issues

1.Age vs acceptance the technology

2.How to optimize the location and number of 

photos required 

3.Low accuracy of GPS = administrative burden

4.Administrative burden of checking photos

5.Reliability of the farmer?
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Accuracy, quality and reliability of the pictures 

delivered by the farmer

suggestions/proposals

1.User friendly, simple interface, wizard

2.Clear guidance on use, preferably by video as 

most effect way of information being absorbed

3.Automated checking of photo quality to determine 

acceptance or rejection

4.Existing experience of handling geotagged photos 

from inspections

5.Requesting photos at right time to ensure they 

demonstrate requirement 

6.Tamper protection measures?  
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Farmer input – a burden for the farmer?

issues

1.No motivation to provide photo, reluctant to 

collaborate

2.Only want to provide evidence when increasing 

agricultural area, none provided when decreasing 

area.

3.No legislative requirement to provide photo (?)

4.How many photos can be requested?

5.What is the best way to communicate with the 

farmer?
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Farmer input – a burden for the farmer?

suggestions/proposals

1.Promote as faster/smoother route to payments

2.Do not burden the farmer for information that we 

can already determine

3.Clear indications of what to deliver

4.Cost effective to ask farmer to collect photos, 

reducing RVF

5.Reduce OTSC time freeing time to validate photos 

6.Make it a legal obligation (?)

7.Be open to other collectable data e.g. tractor data 

to demonstrate activity, smartphone activity (?)
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Concerns/challenges/disadvantages related to 

the GSAA (imprecisions, conflicts,…)? 

issues

1.Challenge in how we handle data, experience is 

handling it alphanumerically not geospatial (some MS)

2.Challenge in declaring common land

3.Unclear how to solve small overlaps in declarations 

(which tolerance)
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Concerns/challenges/disadvantages related to 

the GSAA (imprecisions, conflicts,…)?

suggestions/proposals

1.Highlighting imprecisions/conflicts to farmer for 

their own correction

2.Opportunity to progress as 100% geo-spatial 

application data now available, keep up to date 

with change.

3.Member states with common land to collaborate 

together on GSAA solution

4.Provide overlap tolerance in 

guidelines/specifications
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How to help the farmer to correctly declare 

(sketch) his fields? 

issues

1.Farmers are already making a good job

 No need for extra data to support farmer 

declaration (sentinel 2)

2.Miscommunication leading to misunderstanding of 

what is required in declaration

 Concern that requesting change to parcel will 

slow down processing of application, reluctant to 

change.

 Farmer unwilling to accept guidance provided by 

payment agency
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How to help the farmer to correctly declare 

(sketch) his fields? 

suggestions/proposals

1.Provide assistance e.g. training, YouTube, to 

explain ‘at disposal of’

2.Good quality digitization

• Automatic correction e.g. overlap, ineligible features, 

snapping

• Good tools allowing farmers to accurately provide 

input

• Use previous cropping pattern of GSAA to make 

informed decisions? 
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Thank YOU!


